Birlasoft’s IMPACTA Assessment Tool

Birlasoft’s Solution to accelerate Agile PLM On-Premise to Cloud PLM upgrade
Is your organization struggling to assess the PLM Cloud Journey and worried about the roadblocks ahead?

Debunk myths and get ready to migrate to PLM Cloud with Birlasoft’s IMPACTA assessment tool to analyze/visualize the existing on-premise Agile PLM artifacts to plan the fastest path to PLM Cloud

Key Benefits

80% Less assessment time
4% Less project risk during planning phase
<Day Tool can assess the existing environment, for quicker results in a day

Methodology

IMPACTA Assessment tool is a one-stop utility to probe, fetch, evaluate and analyze structural, behavioral and customized artifacts of Agile PLM to provide a conclusive cloud prospects on upgrade readiness and the level of project implementation grade. Solution provides a comprehensive maturity of the key objects and configurations (including items, changes, revisions, structure, attachments, customizations, etc.)

Birlasoft’s IMPACTA Assessment tool provides a single snapshot of integrated metrics and statistics that determines the existing PLM application maturity and assess the feasibility of PLM cloud implementation through an estimated project grading mechanism.
Solution Highlights

- Instance profiling and data evaluation
- Comprehensive PLM configuration insights
- Holistic visibility on PLM data structures
- Ultra-smart data analytics on homogeneous details of subclasses, detailed summary of objects entities
- Volumetric analysis of process extensions, customizations and integrations
- User activity and historical usage analysis
- Quick deployment, no consumption of the client instance space, compatible for all Oracle Agile 9.3.X instances

Key Benefits

- Comprehensive information availability drives efficient project sizing and planning
- Automated data collection process reduces assessment cycle time by 70% to 80%
- Reduces the project risk with extensive data and configuration discovery during planning phase
- Absolute ‘ZERO’ risk and requires very basic minimal pre-requisites to provide detailed analysis
- Up to 80% effort reduction in data and configuration analysis
Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified The CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 158-year heritage of building sustainable communities.

Simple Dashboards

Why Birlasoft

Right Partner
- Understands your Industry
- Right sized

Right Approach
- Collaborative and flexible approach
- Responsive
- Cost effective delivery model

Right Experience
- History of success
- Deep Oracle experience

Right People
- Executive commitment
- Experienced team
- CoE involvement

Enterprise to the Power of Digital™

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified The CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 158-year heritage of building sustainable communities.